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Welcome!



1Rama Trauma Trump

PART 1: THE SPIRITUAL SEEKER

When I was in high school, I became editor-in-chief of the  

newspaper. I had a knack for inspiring and managing a 

team. I was well-regarded by my teachers and peers, 

and I had many friends. 

I could have continued my studies at a prestigious 

University, but I was more interested in what 

Lies beyond the world of reason. I wrote:

honey, what’s wrong?

I’m ok, mom. I just think 

I need a teacher for ... 

the bigger picture.

Maybe talk to the rabbi?
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A few weeks later...

Um... What is beyond 

the world of reason?
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I spoke with my friend Russell. 

We were good friends and loved 

to bicycle together. But I found it 

difficult to share my longing for a 

mystical quest. 

I wrote a speech and gave it at graduation.

Hey mark! Graduation is coming 

up fast. I’m psyched about Trinity 

College in the fall. You?

Hi Russ - I 

got into all 

the schools I 

applied to, but 

I just don’t 

know.
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I had been so inspired by books on new age 

spirituality by Carlos Castaneda that I planned 

to put college on hold and hitchhike west to the 

Sonoran desert, in California. 

I planned to find a teacher like Castaneda’s 

teacher, Don Juan, a Yaqui Indian medicine man, who 

would guide me along the path of direct mystical 

knowledge. 

Before hitchhiking west, I attended 

a free lecture series in Manhattan 

on mysticism and meditation given 

by a college professor at the state 

university of new York at stonybrook, 

Dr. Frederick Lenz. 

His Indian guru, Sri Chinmoy, had given 

him the spiritual name atmananda, 

which means “Bliss of the Soul.”  

Atmananda knew all about the 

Castaneda books. 
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Atmananda was friendly and funny. 

There was something hauntingly 

familiar about this confident, well-

spoken young professor. I felt drawn 

to him. I found myself staring into 

his full moon, gripping eyes. When he 

spoke to the crowd, I felt he was really 

talking to me. 

And that night he 

did talk with me, 

personally. 

It was a big deal for 

a seventeen-year-

old seeker. 

Hello!

I can see 

his aura!

Welcome!

Good to 

see you!

Well 

Gosh!

You are an advanced, very old 

soul, Mark, and with the 

Guidance of a fully enlightened 

spiritual teacher, you 

Could evolve thousands of 

lifetimes in just 

One lifetime.
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Surrounded by magical books, meditation, and a warm, tight-knit 

community of like-minded seekers, I chose to abandon the quest 

to hitchhike west. It seemed no coincidence that I had encountered 

a mystical teacher before the adventure even began. 

There were many beautiful women in the group which made the path even more attractive.
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I rose in Atmananda’s organization. I discovered I was good at recruiting and 

bringing in money.

You are one of the two 

souls I have encountered, 

Mark, who has the 

potential of becoming fully 

enlightened in this lifetime. 
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Then one day, Atmananda had us pack up and move across the country. 

Atmananda invited me to move in with him and three inner-circle women into the plushly 

carpeted center by the cliffs of La Jolla, California.
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I had amazing spiritual 

experiences and was looked 

upon with admiration and 

envy by thousands of spiritual 

seekers. 

I led a large team of disciples 

who postered every city and 

town in California. 

Our rallying cry Atmananda 

borrowed from Kermit-the-

frog in the Muppet movie, “We 

are going to make millions of 

people happy.”

We are going to 

make millions 

of people happy!
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Things were becoming increasingly intense 

in California. 

Atmananda had us fast for fourteen 

days and kept us awake many nights for 

intensive meetings and meditations. He said 

he was going into Samadhi, an exalted state 

of consciousness. 

He said he was no longer Atmananda.

He was now Rama, the last incarnation of 

Vishnu, a Hindu god. 

Wow!

I be-
lieve 
you, 
Rama

my chosen ones. 

I am Rama.

Follow      
me. i am 
the way.

Rama!

Rama!

Rama!

it’s 
true!
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We are 
here to 
usher in 
the new 

age. 

We are the 

chosen 

ones. 

Aren’t we 
lucky to be 

so close 
to divine 
energy.

I Am rama

I am the last 

incarnation of Vishnu.

Follow

Me.

My energy 

will save 

you.
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Rama explained 

that in order for 

us to progress, 

we must break 

our attachments 

to the outside 

world. 

That’s when 

Russell, my 

friend from High 

school, showed 

up at the center. 

I told Russell I could 

not talk to him. 

I did not invite him in. 
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Rama had been increasingly telling us we were all possessed by evil spirits called 

“Dark Entities.”  INdeed, many of us grew frightened that if we didn’t follow his every 

command, we would be damned and destroyed, eternally, by the unseen scary entities.  Rama 

told us he would protect us. 

As Rama’s fame and following grew, so did his 

accusations. Suddenly, his disciples were now 

mentally ill and attacking him in the inner world, 

draining him of his cosmic powers.

Back in the 60’s he had 

experimented with LSD.  

He rekindled interest in 

the  drug with group acid 

trips.

Years later, he would 

shout at followers for 

hours, while they were 

tripping. 
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At this time, I was still 

in the group, but I had 

moved out of Rama’s 

house and lived in an 

apartment.

One time he dropped 

acid and I helped him 

through a bad Trip. 

It was then I came to 

better understand 

the play of light 

and darkness, the 

narcissism, the 

paranoia, the extreme 

hierarchy and fear 

embedded deep in this 

man’s psyche. 

I began to wonder if the last incarnation of Vishnu might be a little lonely. 

This new understanding about Rama led to a new understanding about myself and the 

spiritual path I was on. I was learning to listen to my own voice, my gut feelings, and this 

became key to my gradually leaving Rama’s sphere of influence. 
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I followed my gut feelings during one group 

acid trip when Rama asked the disciples to 

remain inside. I had walked outside and 

watched the small birds fly. 

“The bottom line is that he’s wrong 

about me,” I thought, my self-

confidence germinating, the way pine 

seeds flourish when their cones are 

scorched by fire. “I’m not possessed 

by demons, mentally ill, or  bent on  

destruction. I’m OkAy.”

This realization that I was Okay was the key 

to my liberation. I left the group.

Months later, Rama called the inner circle 

back for “our last meeting.”  I missed my friends 

so I decided to go. I felt alert. I rode my three-speed to his house 

late at night and wore  around my neck a string with a bicycle  Lock key. Rama 

tried to turn us against one another.  When I 

challenged him, he started chanting and pointing 

his index  finger at me.  

I seized the string with the bicycle lock key. I  

pictured bright purple sparks and blue lightning 

bolts radiating in all directions from the key. I 

stepped outside. Here the light was soft and  gray. 

A mourning dove cooed. The bicycle was there for 

me.  It was 1985 and I was 25. 
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I moved back east. 

In the months that followed, I occasionally bicycled to Walden pond, where 

I read about Thoreau’s experiment with Self-Reliance. Distracted by haunting 

memories, I gazed at the water in search of calm, but the wind spawned new 

waves and the surface swelled with complexity.

“There’s plenty of time to sort it out,” I reassured myself. “Maybe I’ll take 

myself for a ride across America and do some thinking.” 
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On May 31st, 1986, I began pedaling west with NunaTak, my Siberian Husky Puppy. 

The bicycle trip, the reflections, and the memories of my years with Rama became 

the basis for my non-fiction book: Take me for a ride: Coming of age in a 

Destructive Cult.  I was sued for $30 million as a way to silence me.  But it 

didn’t work. I posted the entire book, offering it free, on the internet. 

Years later, I 

visited Russell in 

California. 

I wanted to 

apologize. 
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hi Mark, 

Good to see you!

come on in. 
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Part 2: whaT hAppened?

Wow, Mark.  You were an honors student, 

editor of the high school newspaper.  You’re 

the last person I’d think who would join a 

cult.  What happened?

Interesting.  

So why would someone 

join a cult?

Actually, Russ, it can happen to 

anyone.  Cults are all around 

us, but people don’t seem to 

recognize them. 
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Rama actually 

listens to me 

More than any 

other person in 

my life, including 

my husband!  I feel 

cared for 

When I’m 

With him.

I’ve put so many 

years, so much 

time and effort 

into this, and it’s 

still not good 

enough for him. 

He ridicules 

me in front of 

everyone.  

At FIRsT: ThEn LaTeR:

I remember my friend Carol:

It starts out with feelings of love 

and acceptance from the leader 

and group members.   

In the early years with rama, 

We were accepted, listened to, 

and we felt loved.
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Charles was an engineer:.

rama’s an 

intellectual! 

He’s funny, 

knowledgeable 

and insightful. 

I believe he is 

truly wise. 

I can learn 

something from 

him!  

At FIRsT: ThEn LaTeR: I felt bad for 

cheating and lying 

for our business, 

though I knew 

it was for my 

own spiritual 

advancement and 

the advancement 

of mankind.

It was for the 

greater good... Or 

was it?

were most people in your group young? 

Unemployed? Confused?  Poor? 

Who gets caught up in a cult?

Some were Rich, some were poor, 

Some were educated, some less so.  

All races, any age.  We had many 

professionals in our group.
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I bet the women liked him.

Oh yes! I remember Jessie. To her the world seemed to 

become magical. She was Rama’s girlfriend for a while:

I never knew I 

could feel so 

happy. 

I’m in love! I 

think he’s my 

soul mate. 

This is my 

destiny.

At FIRsT: ThEn LaTeR:

I left my 

husband and 

quit my job 

for him. 

But now he’s 

abandoned 

me... 

Rama was articulate, convincing, 

and had charisma to spare.

  

  It seemed like he could change the 

minds of large audiences

    just by his presence.  Intense!
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Kevin found a cool group of people to hang out with and 

his life now seemed to have meaning:

Dude!

This Rama guy 

is cool.  He is 

deep. 

My parents 

never 

understood me.

Rama found 

out my parents 

had money.  I 

got some of my 

parents’ money 

and gave it to 

Rama.  I feel 

used.

At FIRsT: ThEn LaTeR:

A cult, like culture, is 

complex.  Not all of 

it is bad.  But there 

are  many problems--

including money.

It sounds like Rama and his group 

gave you a sense that you 

belonged to something big, 

something important.
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In a 

destructive 

cult, the 

leader 

lies or 

exaggerates 

about how

    important 

and special 

they are.  One 

should be on 

the lookout 

for

    grandiose 

claims. 

This is the true 

Dharma. This is 

the true path. This 

is for real. Rama 

is a true master.

I wish everyone 

was on the path. 

I want to spread 

the word.

I worked so hard 

for him. He lied to 

all of us and he 

lost it at the end.  

Can I ever trust 

anyone ever 

again? Can I ever 

trust myself? 

At FIRsT: ThEn LaTeR:

Claire was a seeker of truth and was attracted by 

studying with a True Teacher:  
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He said he knew 

more about 

me than I knew 

about myself. 

So I quit pre-

med to learn 

software 

development.

I am on a 

meaningful 

path of 

studies and 

action! I’m 

going to be a 

doctor.  This 

path will help 

me with my 

studies.

At FIRsT: ThEn LaTeR:

bob had a great future planned out.  

How can we avoid cults?

Maybe we can’t.

 They’re around us all the time.  

We just have to pay attention 

To the signs.

Cult leaders try to 

control your life, 

particularly if 

you’re in the 

inner circle.
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Part 3: the signs

A cult leader is 

nothing without

    followers to 

inflate them
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I AM president

I don’t know, Mark. 

 It seems this one can 

inflate himself.

I am a very 
stable 
genius.

The beauty of me is that I’m very rich.

I could stand 

in the middle 

of Fifth Avenue 

and shoot 

somebody and 

I wouldn’t lose 

any voters.

Under the 

normal rules 

I’ll be out in 

2024 so we may 

have to go for 

an extra term. 

Nobody’s done a 
better job than 

I’m doing as 
president.

I give myself 
an A+.
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At FIRsT: ThEn LaTeR:
I know Trump has 

autocratic 

conspiratorial 

tendencies and I can 

see he’s not willing 

or able to see the 

difference between 

fantasy and 

reality -- I’m 

not stupid.  But 

I think he’ll 

mainly focus on 

the economy and 

I’m willing to take 

that risk, given that 

there’s probably only 

so far he’ll go. He’s a 

successful business 

guy after all. Surely, 

normalcy will kick in. 

If nothing else, our 

institutions, our system 

of checks and balances, 

will save us. 

oh 
well.

a destructive cult leader 

in charge of our country could 

threaten our democracy.

so much for checks 

and balances.

What can we do about this?
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The end

DISTOrTS ReaLiTy

crea
tE

s 

fe
ar:  

uS 
vS

. 

th
eM

Hypnotic,
RepetiTive,

ChAriSmAtic 

NormALizeS 
lying 

diStractS you 
froM truth

NarcissiSt 
On 

steroids

DeMands

 100
%

 Lo
yalty 

Can’t hear 

advice or 

criTiciSm

blocks & 

denies

real world

InformAtion 

*gasLighting*

mocking. 
bUllying.

arrogant,  

grandiose

KEEps 

you 

gUess
ing!

We can learn about the signs of 

a destructive cult leader. 

we can keep talking about it.

And we can votE. 
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Further reading s

George Orwell’s 1984

“Orwell saw, to his credit, that the act of falsifying reality is 

only secondarily a way of changing perceptions. It is, above 

all, a way of asserting power.”—The New Yorker

Robert Jay Lifton’s Losing Reality: 

On Cults, Cultism, and the Mindset 

of Political and Religious Zealotry 

“One of the world’s foremost thinkers 

on why we humans do such awful things 

to each other.” —Bill Moyers

StEve Hassan’s The Cult of Trump

“A brilliant analysis of a unique modern phenomenon. 

Readers will nod their head in recognition as Hassan 

expertly takes them through a fascinating, engaging 

exploration of the coercive control techniques 

that President Donald Trump uses daily to influence 

his followers.”   –Dr. Philip Zimbardo, author 

of The Lucifer Effect and emeritus professor of 

psychology, Stanford University

see also Hassan’s website: www. freedomofmind.com; and see his highly 

regarded book: Combating cult Mind Control.

Mark Laxer’s

Take Me For A Ride: Coming of Age in a Destructive Cult

 “While his portrait of a charismatic leader’s slide into madness is gripping, 

perhaps more important here is Laxer’s disclosure of some of the motives 

impelling young people to immerse themselves in cults…the work is well 

written.”  --Library Journal



Mark Laxer, writer:

Mark Laxer’s quest to 

understand the bigger world 

landed him in the inner circle 

of a brilliant, charismatic guru 

gone mad.  This culminated in 

a $30 million lawsuit and the 

publication of Take Me For 

A Ride: Coming of Age in 

a Destructive Cult (1993).  

Laxer continued the quest by 

writing The Monkey Bible 

(2010) which--with Eric Maring’s 

companion rock opera The 

Line--asks science, religion and 

mythology what it means to be 

human.

 

Marcie Vallette, illustrator

 interests in art, healing, teaching, 

meditation, and power dynamics has led 

Vallette to cartooning and graphic novels 

as a form of expression.  she has BFa, M Ed, 

and LPn degrees.  She lives and works in 

Vermont, where she exhibits her art, teaches 

art to adults, and works as a nurse.

email: info@ramatraumatrump.com 

website: www.ramatraumatrump.com     

twitter:  @marklaxer    

instagram: mark.laxer

podcast with Eric Maring: Take Me For A Ride

youtube channel: Mark Laxer

Take me for a ride (free download):               

www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/162

contact publisher for interviews and public speaking.

CONTACT AND OtHeR INfOrMATIOn
Take Me For A Ride (free audio) playlist on      

Mark Laxer youtube channel (read by author)

The Monkey Bible is available on amazon  

To order a physical copy of this book (not free) 

visit ramatraumatrump.com 

marcie Vallette’s website:  www.vallette.net
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